
Warning
 The machine must be turn off before SHIFTING direction.

Fail to follow this safety rule will damage the unit seriously and
void your warranty.

 Read carefully and understand all INSTRUCTIONS before
operating.Fail to follow the safety rules and other basic safety
precautions may result in serious personal injury.

 Always keep children away from this machine,PROHIBIT children
to operate the machine.

 Never touch the RUNNING Parts or insert ware into the machine.
 Always unplug when assembling or disassembling the unit.
 Never put hands inside the entrance,use a food pusher when the

cane rolled into the feed entrance if necessary.
 Press the Off switch once to turn off the machine. Press the FW

button to turn on the machine in Forward direction. The multiple
times may damage the machine.

 Don’t insert anything except the cane, fail to follow this rule
will damage the machine.

Electric Sugarcane Juice Extractor
User Care and Guide
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Preface
This type of Sugarcane Juice extractor is very popular with users all over
the world. It is designed with 5-grade gear transmission for less power
consumption, driven by durable motor and controlled by pressing buttons. It 

has three stainless steel rollers, can crush the cane to very perfect result.
With a stainless steel body and 4 casters, this particular model offers a
better appearance and convenient use to juice shop owner anywhere.
It also can be used in hotel, restaurant, supermarket, and etc.

Instruction

Before Use

1. Make sure that the voltage and frequency indicated on the

nameplate are the same as your local supply. And the external 

earthing wire must be reliably connected.

2. Electrical connection must be made by a qualified person in

accordance codes and regulations.

3. Ensure that the Switch is off before plugging in the unit.

Assembly

1. Insert the juice collection Pan(with a stainless Steel filter) into the
entrance rightly.

2. Assemble the Cup Tray on the motor housing with two screw(screwed
into the hole of the body)

3. Tighten the two locking knobs on top of the body, but not too tight for
better working effect.

Operation

Warning

The machine must be turned off before SHIFTING direction. Fail to 

follow this safety rule will damage the unit seriously and void your

warranty.
Step 1. Wash the cane first
Step2. Cut the cane into short piece.
Step3. Plug the machine.
Step4. Turn on the unit before put the cane into the entrance.
Step5. After use.,clean the unit and unplug.

Specification:

Power: 220V/50Hz
Power Input:1100W
Rev of the Rollers (PRM): 20
Maximum Capacity: 300Kg/H
Length of Roller:100mm
Diameter of Rollers: 76mm
Maximum insertion siae: 62mm in diameter
Shipping Size (W*H*D):560*890*480mm
Gross weight: 75kg

Feature
3-Stainless steel rollers

4-casters for easy move

5-grade gear-box, use less to drive

45# charcoal steel gears, long life design

Stainless steel body with better appearance

Warranty

One-year limited warranty

Contact us for service
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